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2 /2 / Summary

A conventional HSM may be unsuitable for remote signing

� The HSM must support critical elements for signing

� In a secure execution environment

� In particular for authenticating the remote signato ry

Current certification standards were not intended for 

HSMs used in remote signing

� Not relevant

� eg assume smart card

� Miss key requirements

� backup, auditing, enrolment

� Mandate both high physical and high logical securit y



3 /3 / Using a conventional HSM for remote ("cloud") signing

� Requires trusting the Signature 
Creation Application

Signature 
Creation  

Application

Signatory's 
credentials

Enrolment:
1. The SCA asks the HSM to create a key for the 

Remote Signatory, together with an associated 
passphrase

• The SCA must ensure the passphrase is 
known only to the Signatory

2. The HSM returns an Id for the key to the SCA
• The SCA manages the mapping 

between the key Id and the Signatory

Signatory's 
passphrase,

Id for Signatory's 
private signing key

Signing:
1. Signatory provides the SCA with their 

credentials
• and the document to be signed

2. SCA authenticates the Signatory
3. SCA creates a hash of  the DTBS
4. SCA presents the key's passphrase and Id, 

together with the document hash, to the HSM 
5. The HSM creates the document signature and 

returns it to the SCA
6. SCA returns the signed document to the 

Signatory
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4 /4 / What a conventional HSM does and doesn't do

(with respect to the EU directive for Electronic Signatures)

What the HSM does

1(a) the signature-creation-data used for signature gene ration can practically occur 
only once, and that their secrecy is reasonably ass ured

� Ensures that the signature creation data, ie the key, is unique

� Provides logical and physical security for the keys

� Securely signs the document hash

1(b) the signature-creation-data used for signature gene ration cannot, with 
reasonable assurance, be derived and the signature is protected against forgery 
using currently available technology

� RSA or EC algorithms (eg RSA SHA, ECDSA) are used

2 secure signature-creation devices must not alter th e data to be signed or prevent 
such data from being presented to the signatory pri or to the signature process

� The HSM does not alter the DTBS

� presentation of the DTBS is outside the scope of the HSM

But the HSM doesn't ensure the signature is under sole control of the 
signatory

Article 2 for an "advanced electronic signature"
1(c) the signature-creation-data used for signature gene ration can be reliably 

protected by the legitimate signatory against the u se of others
� The SCA has to be trusted to protect the Signatory's credentials, including their passphrase

� The SCA has to be trusted not to use the Signatory's passphrase and key for unauthorised signing



5 /5 / Therefore delegate security functionality to the HSM  

The HSM should be responsible for

� authenticating the Signatory's use of the signing k ey
� In practice require at least two factor authentication to generate a secret

� Smart card, PED, OTP, mobile phone

� authenticating the Signatory on behalf of the Signi ng Service 
� and the Signing Service on behalf of the Signatory

� Authentication is carried out in a trusted environment, on the HSM

� protects authentication code and data so authentication can't be subverted

� providing end to end security for information that is exchanged 
between Signatory and HSM

� ie between the Signatory and the use of the signing key in the HSM

� Just protecting the network link between Signatory and SCA is not sufficient

� generating and protecting audit records
� Actual auditing is performed by the Service

� securely backing up keys



6 /6 / How an advanced HSM might secure a cloud invoicing service

(and also meet the intent of the European Directive) 

� Separation of responsibilities amongst

� Signatory and client software

� Invoicing service

� HSM
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7 /7 / Current standards and Protection Profiles largely unsuitable

� Require both strong physical and 
strong logical security

� Not useful for HSMs in remote signing

� Don't ensure the Signatory's security (sole 
control)

� Don't address

� Auditing

� DigiNotar breach

� Secure backup and high availability

� So keys cannot be lost

� Enrolment (eg TS 101 456)

� To exchange the secrets needed for 
authentication

� Must be out of band, eg
� Face to face
� Mobile phone
� Surface mail

CWA 14167-2
Cryptographic module for 
CSP signing operations 

with backup

TS/EN 419 221
Protection Profiles for TSP 

Cryptographic Modules

BSI-CC-PP-0079
Common Criteria 
Protection Profile 

Cryptographic Modules, 
Security Level “Standard”

EN 14169-2
(419 221)

Protection profiles for 
SSCD - Device with key 

generation

TS 14167-5 Security
(419 241)

Requirements for 
Trustworthy Systems 

Supporting Server Signing



8 /8 / Proposed Protection Profile

TS/EN 419 221 Protection Profiles for TSP Cryptographic 

Modules

� Proposed Part 5: "Protection profile for cryptograp hic modules for 
TSP signing and authentication - moderate security l evel"

� HSM has signing, authentication, key generation, and backup capability

� Qualified and unqualified certificates

� Symmetric and asymmetric keys

� Assumes the HSM is located in a secure environment

� Therefore want strong logical security with moderate physical security



9 /9 /

Thales e-Security
nShield Connect
with CodeSafe®

Conclusions

HSMs need to

� Provide cryptographic functions for signing
� and protect the signing keys

� Provide cryptographic support for authentication

� Provide a trusted environment to run the secure cod e that links 
the signing keys to the authenticated Signatory

New standards need to

� Separate logical from physical security
� Typical attacks are aimed at breaching logical, not physical security

� HSMs for signing are kept in a physically secure environment

� And address
� Auditing

� Secure backup

� Enrolment


